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ABSTRACT

We address the joint problem of clustering heterogenous clients and
allocating scalable video source rate and FEC redundancy in IPTV
systems. We propose a streaming solution that delivers varying por-
tions of the scalably encoded content to different client subsets, to-
gether with suitably selected parity data. We formulate an opti-
mization problem where the receivers are clustered depending on
the quality of their connection so that the average video quality in
the IPTV system is maximized. Then we propose a novel algorithm
for determining optimally the client clusters, the source and parity
rate allocation to each cluster, and the set of serving rates at which
the source+parity data is delivered to the clients. We implement our
system through a novel design based on scalable video coding that
allows for much more efficient network utilization relative to the case
of source versioning. Through simulations we demonstrate that the
proposed solution substantially outperforms baseline IPTV schemes
that multicast the same source and FEC streams to the whole client
population, as is commonly done in practice today.

1. INTRODUCTION

Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) is an emerging multimedia ap-
plication that is expected to gain a significant share of the broadcast
media market. IPTV systems deliver conventional TV content via IP
multicast over privately owned and managed broadband networks.
Customers access the service from a local switching office using
their last mile Internet connection. In order to combat packet loss
experienced during the streaming of the content over the access net-
work of the customers the provider includes forward error correction
(FEC) packets in the multicast distribution.

The rate of the FEC packets in an IPTV distribution is typically
fixed and determined ahead of time. It usually corresponds to a con-
servative estimate of the loss rate that the media packets could ex-
perience during streaming, as assessed by the IPTV provider. How-
ever, despite its appeal due to its simplicity this approach in general
reduces the efficiency of the content delivery process. In particular,
customers whose access networks exhibit loss rates below the pro-
tection level of the FEC packets will be unnecessarily penalized with
a drop in video quality. On the other hand, customers experiencing
packet loss rates exceeding the correction capability of the FEC data
will observe a significant degradation in video quality.

The prospects of the above scenario are quite real at present as
the receiving clients of an IPTV multicast typically exhibit a vari-
ety of packet loss rates. Today, we employ a plethora of broad-
band technologies for our Internet access links starting from DOC-
SIS (cable) or DSL, to Ethernet or FTTx (fiber), and to wireless
(WI-FI, WiMAX, and cellular). Each of them is characterized with
a markedly distinct profile in terms of bandwidth, packet loss, and
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delay. The IPTV clients’ heterogeneity is further amplified by the
fact that customers frequently rebroadcast the content to different
TV sets in their homes again using a range of different networking
technologies.

In this paper, we consider clustering the IPTV clients according
to their packet loss and bandwidth characteristics. Varying amounts
of source and parity data are then delivered at different overall serv-
ing rates to the individual client clusters in order to optimize the
overall performance of the system. Efficient network utilization is
achieved via a novel implementation of the system based on scalable
video coding. We formulate an optimization problem whose objec-
tive is to determine the client clusters and the amount of source and
parity data served to each cluster such that the overall video quality
that the system delivers is maximized. We propose a novel iterative
algorithm for solving this resource allocation problem and we show
that the algorithm clearly outperforms common solutions where the
rate allocation is uniform across the whole client population.

Client partitioning in multicast streaming systems has been stud-
ied in [1] where a dynamic programming algorithm is proposed for
computing the rate allocation that maximizes the sum of the re-
ceivers’ utilities. The authors in [2] address the problem of multicast
server selection for adapting to the dynamics of streaming networks.
The design of multicast solutions based on layered video streams
has also been discussed in [3] and a comparison of delivery solu-
tions based on versions or layers is provided in [4]. The case of
lossy scenarios is studied in [5], where clients are partitioned into
two classes in order to maximize the decoding quality of a layered
multiple description coding scheme. Finally, in [6] the authors de-
sign a system for IPTV multicast over wireless LANs where a proxy
server adapts the amount of FEC protection sent on the wireless link
based on client feedback.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

In our system, the video content is scalably encoded and broadcasted
on the backbone network of the IPTV provider. There is a set of FEC
streams that are broadcasted together with the source data. They
provide different levels of packet loss protection to the IPTV clients.
Then, a client subscribes to a portion of the scalable stream and its
corresponding protection level, as computed by our optimization al-
gorithm that clusters the clients according to their bandwidth and
packet loss characteristics. To control system complexity, there is a
limited set of serving rates at which source and parity data can be
delivered to the clients.

Consider for instance the illustration in Figure 1 where the
source and parity rates assigned to four clients are shown. Clients
C1 and C2 are low bandwidth clients, while C3 and C4 are high
bandwidth clients. As C1 and C3 exhibit higher packet loss char-
acteristics than C2 and C4, respectively, the optimization assigns
to the former correspondingly lower source rates, but higher FEC
rates, i.e., r1

s < r2
s , r3

s < r4
s , r1

p > r2
p, and r3

p > r4
p. The over-
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Fig. 1. Source and parity streams.

all system bandwidth at which data is delivered to client clusters
featuring similar bandwidth characteristics is kept constant, e.g.,
r1

s + r1
p = r2

s + r2
p = Blow. Individual clients receive the allocated

data (source + parity) by subscribing to the corresponding multi-
cast streams, e.g., client C1 subscribes to streams S1 and P1, while
client C3 subscribes to streams S1, S2, S3, and P3, as illustrated in
Figure 1.

3. RESOURCE ALLOCATION PROBLEM

Let Bl denote one of the L serving rates at which the system delivers
source and parity data to its customers, as introduced earlier. For a
given Bl, for l = 1, . . . , L, we are interested in clustering the client
population into Ml distinct groups such that the overall video quality
is maximized. In particular, each client cluster i = 1, . . . , Ml will be
served content at overall bandwidth Bl but different media rates ri.
This in turn corresponds to employing a different FEC code (ki, n)
for the IPTV content served to each cluster i, where ki represents
the number of source (media) packets and n denotes the block of the
code in packets. In the rest of the exposition, we will drop the index
l on all variables, save for Bl, to ease the notation.

Now, let Q(ri) = Q(ki) denote the video quality of the content
when its data rate is ri

s = (ki/n)Bl. Furthermore, let [ei−1, ei]
denote the range of loss rates associated with the clients in cluster
i. Then, the cumulative expected video quality for the clients in this
packet loss rate range can be computed as

∫ ei

ei−1

E[Q(ki), e]f(e)de , (1)

where E[Q(ki), e] denotes the expected video quality for the IPTV
content when served in the presence of packet loss rate e and pro-
tected with an FEC code (ki, n). Furthermore, f(e) denotes the
number of IPTV clients experiencing packet loss rate e on their ac-
cess links. Assuming iid loss, E[Q(ki), e] can be computed as

E[Q(ki), e] = Q(ki)
n∑

j=ki

(
n

j

)
(1− e)jen−j . (2)

Finally, using (1) we can characterize the expected video quality
E[Q|Bl] for the entire client population served at rate Bl as

E[Q|Bl] =
1∫ eM

e0
f(e)de

M∑
i=1

∫ ei

ei−1

E[Q(ki), e]f(e)de . (3)

As stated earlier, we are interested in optimizing E[Q] =∑
l
E[Q|Bl] over the configurable parameters of the IPTV system.

In particular, let k = (k1, . . . , kM ) denote the vector of source rates
for the client clusters, let e = (e0, . . . , eM ) denote the boundaries of
the client groups as assigned to individual clusters, and lastly let M
denote the number of sessions. Furthermore, let B = (B1, . . . , BL)
denote the vector of serving rates at which the system delivers
the FEC encoded content to the clients. Finally, the optimization
problem of interest can be written as

max
k,e,M,B,L

E[Q] , (4)

where the constraints of the optimization on the vectors e and k are
explained in the next section.

4. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

Here, we design an iterative coordinate descent algorithm for solv-
ing (4). In particular, each of the variables to be optimized, i.e.,
k, e,M,B, L, can be considered as one coordinate dimension of
the optimization problem in (4). Hence, we propose to optimize
over one coordinate while keeping the others fixed, in an iterative
fashion, until convergence. Finally, without lack of generality the
first and last edges of the client population’s binning can be selected
as e0 = 0 and eM = 1.

Now, for a given Bl, for l = 1, . . . , L, let k(0)
i ∈ {kmin, . . . , n},

for i = 1, . . . , M , denote the initial values of the source rate at
which the content is served to each client cluster. Here, kmin de-
notes the minimum acceptable source rate below which the content
cannot be delivered without resulting into customer dissatisfaction.
Similarly, let e

(0)
1 < e

(0)
2 < · · · < e

(0)
M−1 denote the initial loss

rate values employed for assigning the clients to different clusters.
Analogously, let B

(0)
1 < B

(0)
2 < · · · < B

(0)
L denote the initial

serving rate values employed for delivering the content to the client
population. Finally, the initial number of sessions M and rate values
L are selected to be sufficiently large.

Then, at every iteration j = 1, 2, . . . we run three loops consec-
utively. In the first one, we adjust the packet loss rate bins as follows.
For i = 1, . . . , M − 1 we solve

e
(j)
i = arg max

ei∈
(

e
(j−1)
i−1

, e
(j−1)
i+1

)

(∫ ei

e
(j−1)
i−1

E[Q(k
(j−1)
i ), e]f(e)de

+

∫ e
(j−1)
i+1

ei

E[Q(k
(j−1)
i+1 ), e]f(e)de

)
. (5)

Subsequently, we recompute the media data rates in the second loop.
In particular, for i = 1, . . . , M we solve

k
(j)
i = arg max

ki∈{kmin,...,n}

∫ e
(j)
i

e
(j)
i−1

E[Q(ki), e]f(e)de . (6)

Finally, in the third loop we adjust the system bandwidth values Bl.
Specifically, for l = 1, . . . , L we solve

B
(j)
l = arg max

Bl∈
(

B
(j−1)
l−1

, B
(j−1)
i+1

)E[Q|Bl] . (7)

Note that in (7) we choose B0 = Bmin and BL+1 = Bmax. These
represent respectively the minimum and maximum rate values that
can be employed for serving the clients.
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Next, we check whether the recomputed source rates satisfy
k

(j)
i �= k

(j)
i+1, for i = 1, . . . , M − 1. If this condition is sat-

isfied, then the algorithm proceeds. Otherwise, the number of
different clusters in the system being served at a given Bl needs
to be reduced first. For instance, let k

(j)
i = k

(j)
i+1 for one specific

i ∈ {1, . . . , M}. Then, clusters i and i + 1 are being served
at the same source rate. Therefore, we merge these two seg-
ments together and assign all the corresponding clients to cluster
i only. Cluster i + 1 is removed from the system as unneces-
sary and we update M = M − 1. Correspondingly, we adjust
the vector of source rates k

(j) = (k
(j)
1 , . . . , k

(j)
i , k

(j)
i+2, . . . , k

(j)
M )

and the vector of loss rate values employed for the client binning
e
(j) = (e

(j)
1 , . . . , e

(j)
i , e

(j)
i+2, . . . , e

(j)
M ). We similarly remove all (if

any) duplicate values in the vector B
(j).

Finally, at the end of iteration j we compute the expected video
quality E[Q](j) using (3). If E[Q](j) = E[Q](j−1) we have con-
verged and the algorithm exits. Otherwise, the optimization pro-
ceeds with iteration j + 1. In Figure 2 below, we provide a formal
algorithmic description of the optimization.

(0) Initialize k
(0), e

(0), M, L, B, E[Q](0) = 0

(1) for j = 1, 2, . . . do

Compute e
(j) using (5)

Compute k
(j) using (6)

Compute B
(j) using (7)

If ∃ i such that k
(j)
i = k

(j)
i+1

Update M, k
(j), e

(j)

If ∃ l such that B
(j)
l = B

(j)
l+1

Update L, B
(j)

Compute E[Q](j) using (3)

If E[Q](j) = E[Q](j−1)

BREAK

Fig. 2. Proposed optimization algorithm.

Convergence of the proposed algorithm is guaranteed as the ob-
jective function is bounded from above and at every subsequent it-
eration of the algorithm it is monotonically increasing (or at least
non-decreasing). We have observed in our numerical experiments
that the optimization rapidly converges, typically within a very small
number of iterations. Unfortunately, a global convergence of gradi-
ent ascent (or descent) algorithms of this type is very difficult to
prove because of the complexity of their objective functions. Lastly,
it should be mentioned that in our experiments we usually initialize
the client bins (e(0)

1 , e
(0)
2 , . . . ) to linearly span the possible range of

packet loss rates that the client population exhibits. We similarly
select the initial source rates (k(0)

1 , k
(0)
2 , . . . ) for the various client

segments at the onset of the optimization.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

Here, we examine the performance of the proposed optimization al-
gorithm for IPTV multicast to heterogenous clients. The video con-
tent of interest comprises the CIF sequence Foreman encoded at 30
fps and multiple bitrates using the scalable extension (SVC) of an

H.264 codec. Then, depending on the specific source rate com-
puted by the optimization, a multicast server delivers one of these
encodings to its target audience. The minimum and maximum sys-
tem bandwidth values Bmin and Bmax that were introduced earlier
were set to 500Kbps and 2.2Mbps, respectively. The FEC block size
that we employed in our experiments is 64 packets. The maximum
allowed rate for the corresponding FEC packets was set to 20% of
the overall serving rate Bl.

For our numerical experiments, we synthesized a client popu-
lation via an exponential distribution function f(e), as introduced
earlier. There are in total more than 200K clients in the popula-
tion. The minimum packet loss rate encountered among the clients
is 0.5% while the maximum is 20%. The optimization from Sec-
tion 4 selected L = 2 to be the optimal number of serving rates for
the system. Furthermore, the optimal B1 and B2 were computed to
be 1200Kbps and 2000Kbps, respectively. In Figure 3, we show the
function f(e) together with the computed source rates for the client
clusters in the case of B1. The vertical lines in Figure 3 delineate
the different client segments according to their packet loss rate, as
described in Section 4.
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Fig. 3. IPTV multicast via three sessions for B1: Client bins (marked
with red vertical lines); Corresponding source rates ki (bold text);
Client distribution function f(e) (blue solid line).

We can see from Figure 3 that the number of required clusters
that the algorithm computed is three. The corresponding source rates
are k1 = 59, k2 = 55, and k3 = 51. As expected, the optimization
progressively reduces the source rate assigned to the client clusters
as their packet loss rate increases. Specifically, in order to compen-
sate for the increasing packet loss the algorithm decides to gradually
increase the FEC packets’ rate for the associated clusters thereby
maintaining video quality at the maximum achievable level. Lastly,
the expected video quality (Y-PSNR) for the client population at B1,
as computed by our algorithm, is 39.52 dB.

Next, in Figure 4 we show the corresponding distribution of
source rates in the case of B2. Note that here due to the higher
serving rate the algorithm actually computes four to be the optimal
number of client clusters for the given packet loss distribution. In
particular, the corresponding source rates are k1 = 60, k2 = 56,
k2 = 53, and k4 = 51. As in the case of B1, also here the optimiza-
tion progressively reduces the source rate assigned to a cluster as the
corresponding packet loss rate increases. The expected video quality
for the client population served at B2 is normally higher (41.76dB).

Next, we compare the multicast performance of our algorithm
against those of two conventional schemes for delivering multime-
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Fig. 4. IPTV multicast via four sessions for B2: Client bins (marked
with red vertical lines); Corresponding source rates ki (bold text);
Client distribution function f(e) (blue solid line).

dia content in an IPTV context. Both of these techniques employ a
single error protection level for the entire client population. The only
difference between the two is the rate of their FEC packets that they
employ to this end. The first scheme, denoted henceforth UnifMean,
selects the rate of its parity packets to correspond to the middle point
of the range of packet loss rates exhibited by the client population.
The second technique, denoted henceforth UnifCentr, selects the rate
of its parity packets to correspond to the weighted (by f(e)) average
of all possible packet loss rates. In other words, the rate of the FEC
packets in this case corresponds to the centroid of the distribution
of loss rates weighted by the distribution of number of clients as a
function of packet loss, i.e.,

∫
ef(e)de/

∫
f(e)de.

In Figure 5 below, we show a bar graph representing the video
quality performance (Y-PSNR) of all three schemes for each of the
three client clusters in the case of B1. In addition, we overlay in Fig-
ure 5 horizontal lines representing the average performance (in dB)
of each scheme across the whole client population. First, it should
be noted that our optimization algorithm, denoted henceforth Opt,
performs identically to UnifMean in the case of the first client clus-
ter, while it outperforms for 0.8dB UnifMean on the second client
cluster. The performance gap between the two techniques, at the ex-
pense of UnifMean, then increases further to 8.5 dB in the case of
the third client segment, as shown in Figure 5.

Furthermore, the comparison between UnifMean and UnifCentr
is even more interesting. By selecting the rate of its FEC packets to
correspond roughly to the mid range of observed packet loss rates
UnifMean is able to perform practically as well as Opt on the first
cluster, while moderately under performing on the second one. Con-
trarily, UnifCentr chooses its FEC packet rate to correspond to the
far left of the packet loss rate axis, as necessitated by the distribution
f(e). This causes UnifCentr to non-trivially (1.8 dB) under perform
the other two schemes even on the first client cluster, as the rate of
its FEC packets is quite small and appropriate only for the clients
exhibiting very small packet loss rates. The consequences of the im-
balance between source and parity rates in the case of UnifCentr are
accentuated even further when one moves on to the subsequent client
clusters. This is illustrated well in Figure 5 by the continuously in-
creasing degradation in video quality for UnifCentr over client clus-
ter indices two and three. For instance, for the second client segment
the performance of UnifCentr has already dropped for 11.3 dB rel-
ative to its own performance on the first cluster. Similarly, the gap
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Fig. 5. CIF Foreman (B1): Y-PSNR (dB) per client segment and
overall for three multicast schemes: Opt (dark blue), UnifMean
(green), and UnifCentr (brown).

in performance between Opt and UnifMean on one hand and Unif-
Centr on the other has also substantially increased between the two
client segments. We observed similar results in regard to the perfor-
mances of the three multicast schemes in the case of B2. These are
not included here due to space constraints.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Current IPTV systems are often designed in a conservative manner
and deliver the same multicast stream to heterogeneous clients that
are subscribed to the same TV channel. Instead, we propose a novel
resource allocation algorithm that clusters the clients according to
their heterogenous characteristics and then delivers varying amounts
of source and parity data to each cluster such that the overall perfor-
mance of the system is maximized. To reduce the bandwidth require-
ments of the IPTV delivery we employ scalably encoded content that
allows us to efficiently stream the data to the clients via a number
of simultaneous multicast sessions. Our strategy significantly out-
performs baseline solutions that only deliver a single stream to all
clients, even when the corresponding source and channel rates are
optimized for a maximum average quality over the whole population
of receivers.
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